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1.) How Sootblowing More With Less Steam Improves BLRB Availability & Mill Sustainability 
 
Author/Presenter  Johan Holmer, Sales Manager 
Company:   Heat Management 

 
Half of the steam and half of the time used for sootblowing is wasted. Soot blowers in recovery boilers are generally 
operated non-stop, to keep the flue gas path clean and prevent the fouling and sintering of accumulations on heat 
exchanger surfaces. In many cases this is not enough, with resulting downtime for manual cleaning. This presentation 
aims to present a novel method for increasing soot blowing capacity by 100 %, without installing more soot blowers, 
steam headers or consuming more steam. By introducing a simple local control on each soot blower steam (poppet) 
valve, existing soot blowers can be upgraded to one-way soot blowing, without taking the boiler down and disrupting 
the chemical recovery process. During boiler shutdown, the control system is upgraded to achieve overlapping 
operation of soot blowers. The technology constitutes a step-change in soot blowing technology, doubling the 
capacity (soot blower starts per day) without installing more soot blowers or consuming more steam. The 
presentation also describes a mill experience where the soot blowers have been successfully operated using this 
method for three seasons. The results from sootblowing more, with less steam includes a reduction in steam 
consumption by 35 %, lower and stable flue gas differential pressure over the SH, GB and ECO and possibility to 
operate the boiler at 5 % higher average liquor flow rate. 
 
 
 
 

2.) Reducing Steam Consumption of Hot Water and Warm Water Systems Through Process 
Control: A Case Study at Canfor Northwood 
 
Authors:   Austin Grant, Process Control Engineer, Canfor Northwood 
    Devin Marshman, Advanced Process Control Engineer,  

Spartan Controls 
Carl Sheehan – Technical Specialist, Advanced Process Control, 
Spartan Controls 

Author/Presenters  Austin Grant, Carl Sheehan 
Company:   Canfor Northwood, Spartan Controls 

 
Like many pulp mills, Canfor’s Northwood Pulp Mill is continuously looking for ways to reduce the amount of 
steam used by process. One process area that Northwood identified as a candidate to improve steam efficiency 
was their Hot Water and Warm Water system. Overflowing warm and hot water to sewer while making up with 
cold fresh water. Suboptimal uses of available heat sources to pre-heat warm water. These are some of the 
situations that Northwood realized could be improved with better process control. 



 
This paper discusses how Spartan Controls collaborated with Northwood to implement a process control and 
optimization strategy in Northwood's DCS that manipulates all possible heat and makeup sources while 
maintaining inventory and final temperature in the Hot Water and Warm Water system. The result is that the 
Hot Water and Warm Water system consistency uses the least amount of steam possible through all steady 
state and upset conditions. 
 
 
 

3.) Reduction Rate Control 
 

Author/Presenter:  Travis Conner, Solutions Manager 
Company:   Valmet 

 

 
 
 
 

4.) Brownstock Washing Improvements at Kamloops Mill 
 

Authors:   Brooke Fraser & Brock Fraser 
Company:   Domtar Kamloops 
 

This presentation is a review of the Brownstock Washing improvements made at the Kamloops Pulp Mill since 2020. 
The Kamloops mill was struggling with very high carryover into the Bleach Plant and with filtrate tank level control 
which was limiting the volume of wash water that could be applied. The improvements that were made include piping 
changes and the addition of a filtrate control system. The result was a 67% increase in showers applied to the final 
washing stage, a 15% increase in delignification and a 13% reduction in carryover into the Bleach Plant.” 

 


